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Leaning Tower of Pisa Entry Ticket
The Leaning Tower of Pisa is one of the most famous monuments of Italy and is
well-known worldwide. Experience the thrill of climbing the 294 steps of the spiral
staircase of the Leaning Tower. You will slowly rise above Pisa's vast Piazza dei
Miracoli where you can enjoy the incredible view!The ...
Price: 22,07 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=14982P45

Monumental Complex of Pisa Cathedral Square
Discover Pisa's Cathedral Square, better known as the Miracles Square (Piazza dei
Miracoli) and formed by a unique ensemble of four monumental buildings (aside from
the tower, there is the Cathedral, the Baptistery and the Monumental Cemetery) as
well as by two matchless collections ? the Museum of ...
Price: 10,80 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=14982P46

Private Bike Tour Through Pisa with Local Guide
Rent a bike near Piazza dei Miracoli, then set off with a local specialized guide on
this private tour through Pisa. Headed for the vital core of the town, you'll experience
the sights away from the crowds of tourists. While you ride through the elegant
shopping streets and narrow medieval ...
Price: 150,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=18143P4
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Private Transfer Pisa Airport to Florence
Enjoy a hassle-free arrival or departure from Pisa to Florence with this private
transfer service. Meet your driver at Pisa Airport, and be peacefully transferred to
your hotel in the centre of Florence in 1:15h. These private vehicles can
accommodate up to 8 passengers.Enjoy a hassle-free arrival ...
Price: 60,13 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=18947P121

Private Pisa Transfer Airport to Hotel
Enjoy a hassle-free arrival or departure in Pisa with this private transfer service. Meet
your driver at Pisa Airport, and be peacefully transferred to your hotel in the centre of
Pisa. These private vehicles can accommodate up to 8 passengers.Enjoy a
hassle-free arrival or departure in Pisa with ...
Price: 16,56 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=18947P146

Leaning Tower of Pisa Afternoon Tickets
Visit the UNESCO World Heritage-listed Leaning Tower of Pisa with your afternoon
entrance ticket. After exchanging your voucher, head up the tower?s sloping
staircase and enjoy unforgettable views of Pisa from the top!Visit the UNESCO
World Heritage-listed Leaning Tower of Pisa with your afternoon ...
Price: 32,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=2428LEANINGTOWER

Best of Pisa Private Walking Tour with local Food tasting AM or PM
A comprehensive walking tour to discover the wonders of the charming city of Pisa,
as Piazza dei Miracoli with its world-famous monuments and the most beautiful
sights of the old town, enriched with a delicious stop to taste some tasty local
product!A comprehensive walking tour to discover ...
Price: 37,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=2428P166
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Private Pisa Piazza dei Miracoli Exhaustive walking tour with priority admission
A full-immersion of all the marvelous white-marble monuments composing the
celebrated ? Piazza dei Miracoli?: Cathedral, Baptistery and Camposanto.A
full-immersion of all the marvelous white-marble monuments composing the
celebrated ? Piazza dei Miracoli?: Cathedral, Baptistery and ...
Price: 39,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=2428P167

Private Pisa Discovery Walking Tour with Options of Lunch or Dinner
A thrilling walking tour to discover the town of the Leaning Tower, through the
exterior visit of Piazza dei Miracoli with the Cathedral and the Baptistery, Piazza dei
Cavalieri, Piazza ArcivescovadoA thrilling walking tour to discover the town of the
Leaning Tower, through the exterior visit ...
Price: 20,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=2428P89

Private Pisa Discovery Walking Tour with Leaning Tower Access
A thrilling 2-hour walking tour to discover the town of the Leaning Tower: Piazza dei
Miracoli with the Cathedral and the Baptistery, Piazza dei Cavalieri and Piazza
Arcivescovado, enriched with the amazing experience to climb the world's most
famous Tower.A thrilling 2-hour walking tour to ...
Price: 57,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=2428P90

Pisa Walking Tour: Cathedral Square
See the highlights of Pisa on a 1-hour walking tour, led by an expert local guide.
Learn about monuments like Duomo di Pisa and Campo Santo and, of course, the
iconic Leaning Tower of Pisa &ndash; a UNESCO-listed site.&nbsp;Your informative
guide will take you on a thorough guided walking tour of ...
Price: 16,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=2428PISA_4A
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Cultural Walking Tour of Pisa with Leaning Tower of Pisa Entry Ticket
Explore Pisa on a comprehensive 1.5-hour tour with access to the UNESCO-listed
Leaning Tower of Pisa. This experience features a walking tour of Cathedral Square
(approx. 1-hour). Then, get ready to enter to the Leaning Tower of Pisa and climb the
monument?s 294 steps to enjoy breathtaking views ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=2428PISA_4BLT

Wifi everywhere in Pisa
Enjoy unlimited internet everywhere in Pisa with 4G-LTE Pocket WiFi. Stay
connected anytime and avoid data roaming charges for your next travel in Italy.Enjoy
unlimited internet everywhere in Pisa with 4G-LTE Pocket WiFi. Stay connected
anytime and avoid data roaming charges for your next travel in ...
Price: 76,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=25941P52

Pisa Airport to Florence Private Transfer
Travel from Pisa Airport to your centrally located Florence Hotel in the luxury of a
private vehicle. Transfer services are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.Travel
from Pisa Airport to your centrally located Florence Hotel in the luxury of a private
vehicle. Transfer services are available ...
Price: 35,17 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=2662PSAAPTHTLPV

Pisa Wheelchair Accessible Tour with Wine Food Tasting
Explore the magic of Pisa and its world famous monuments on this private and
accessible tour. Accompanied by an expert guide you will have also the opportunity
to taste a special local wine and food.Explore the magic of Pisa and its world famous
monuments on this private and accessible tour. ...
Price: 170,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=33163P3
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Private tour - Colle Val D'elsa and its untouched beauty
Visit with a tour guide Colle Val d?Elsa, that is one of the symbol of the Renaissance
time, one of the less contaminated village by tourism, one of the best and authentic
Tuscan city. Do not miss this special experience in Tuscany, between history,
traditions and funny anecdotes!Visit with a tour ...
Price: 185,71 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=36102P24

Portoferraio, the fisherman village chosen by Etruscans, Medici and Napoleon
Once upon a time. . . there was an enchanted place of a timeless world, a magical
land called Tuscany.Here the waves of the rolling hills, privileged custodians of
mysteries of ancient peoples still present in daily gestures of its inhabitants, crashing
gently into the sea of those Thirrenii where ...
Price: 260,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=36478P24

Skip-the-line Leaning Tower of Pisa Guided Small-Group Tour
Birthplace of one of modernity's greatest scientists, Galileo Galilei, the coastal city of
Pisa is found in the centre of a fertile plain in north western Tuscany, a strategic
geographic position that allowed it to become the stronger Naval Republic during the
Middle Ages. The Leaning Tower of Pisa ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=36478P5

Pisa Airport (PSA) Private Transfer
Enjoy a truly stress-free arrival in Pisa&nbsp;with the luxury of a safe and reliable
transfer See the sights of Pisa&nbsp;as you drive into the South of Tenerife&nbsp;
Avoid the taxi line and avoid cash transactions
Enjoy a truly stress-free arrival in
Pisa&nbsp;with the luxury of a ...
Price: 59,99 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=39295P286
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Private Pisa Tour with Skip-the-Line Entry to the Leaning Tower of Pisa
Discover the history of the great Maritime Republic of Pisa on a private 2.5 hour tour
and guaranteed to Skip-the-line!. Learn about the events and historical characters
that were at the origin of this magnificent monumental complex with the knowledge of
your expert guide. Walk up the Leaning Tower ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=39613P123

Pisa Leaning Tower and Square of Miracles private tour
Follow your private guide through the fascinating town of Pisa. Visit the main
monuments in the Square of Miracles such as the Sinopie Museum, the Baptistery
and Camposanto, then walk up the Leaning Tower of Pisa, the world-famous symbol
of the city!Follow your private guide through the fascinating ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=39613P231

Pisa Food Tour
The Pisa food tour is a 4 hour long walking tour. This walking tour will introduce you
to the real city of Pisa ? right up to and beyond the iconic Leaning Tower.This is a
unique experience to enjoy this unpretentious university city where you will have the
opportunity to eat and drink with the ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=41931P1

Pisa Off-The-Beaten-Path 2-Hour Small-Group Walking Tour
Experience more than just the Leaning Tower. Explore the city! Enjoy a 2-hour
guided walking tour of the city of Pisa, exploring the major attractions but also getting
to see some of the sites that are off the beaten path and popular with locals. This
walking tour will introduce you to the real ...
Price: 16,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=41931P10
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Explore Pisa City with Skip-The-Line Leaning Tower Climbing
Enjoy a 2 hour small group guided walking tour of the city of Pisa and then&nbsp;
climb the Leaning Tower with guaranteed prebooked access skipping the line at the
ticket office and entrance to the Cathedral included. Explore the major attractions
of the city but also get to see some of ...
Price: 69,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=41931P13

Explore the City of Pisa with a local, enjoy a gelato, sip a cocktail and enjoy a breathtaking view over
the Square of Miracles
Pisa is much more than just the Leaning Tower. Explore the beauty of Pisa with a
local on a 2 hour guided walking tour of the city, exploring the major attractions but
also getting to see some of the sites that are off the beaten track and popular with
locals. A unique way to enjoy this ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=41931P16

Afternoon Skip-the-Line Leaning Tower with Square of Miracles visit
The Square of Miracles with its imposing Leaning Bell Tower is one of the most
popular monuments in Tuscany and Italy. This 1 hour long guided visit will give you
the chance to learn all about this impressive monumental complex. You will visit the
Cathedral inside, get on top of the Medieval wall ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=41931P17

Shuttle Service from Pisa Airport to Florence or viceversa
Meet your Driver at Pisa Airport (or Pisa city center) or Florence Airport (or Florence
city center) Welcome sign with your name Transfer service between Pisa and
Florence Option: time to stop to see the Leaning Tower of Pisa Mercedes/Audi sedan
or Minivan Mercedes/W/GM/Opel/Ford English speaking ...
Price: 400,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=47680P14
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Bocelli Concert - Andrea Bocelli Tickets and Transportation service in Tuscany
Andrea Bocelli - Live Concert in Lajatico at the &quot;Theater of Silence&quot; - July
30/2018 - 8:15 pm. The tenor will perform for the twelfth consecutive year on the
occasion of the exclusive event of the &quot;Theater of Silence&quot; which will
have as its location the hills of Lajatico ...
Price: 240,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=47680P94

Bocelli Concert - Andrea Bocelli Round Trip - Transportation Service in Tuscany
Andrea Bocelli - Live Concert in Lajatico at the &quot;Theater of Silence&quot; - July
28/2018 - 8:15 pm Andrea Bocelli returns to concert at Lajatico! The tenor will
perform for the twelfth consecutive year on the occasion of the exclusive event of the
&quot;Theater of Silence&quot; which will ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=47680P95

Pisa Food Tour - Do Eat Better Experience
Pisa food tour is a walking tour around the center of Pisa. The tourist is guided by a
"Foodie", a local "buddy" able to explain every detail of the selected restaurants, their
preparations, and the relevant history/curiosities. Pisa&nbsp;food tour is a mix of
high-quality gastronomy as a way of ...
Price: 63,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=51159P13

2.5-Hour Skip-the-Line Pisa and Leaning Tower Family Tour
Enjoy a memorable family friendly tour of Pisa with your children led by a kids
friendly guide. You will see the city highlights including the Cathedral, the Baptistery
and the Leaning Tower from where you will see Pisa from above. Your kids will learn
and have fun playing tailored games and ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=51738P3
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Siena, San Gimignano and Chianti Wine full-day from Viareggio
Enjoy the visit of the most beautiful medieval villages in Tuscany with us: Siena and
San Gimignano. Admire the lovely and stunning views driving in the beautiful Tuscan
countryside. Discover the vibrant local life, the colorful pottery shops and the tallest
towes of S. Gimignano. Our expert guide ...
Price: 135,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=56009P11

Carrara Marble Tour Small Group from Viareggio
With the Carrara Marble Tour you will have a great view of the Apuan Alps and
discover the history of the production and manufactoring of the white flawless
marble. We will visit one of the most ancient marble quarries. Here, you will have the
chance to discover the different tools involved in the ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=56009P3

Chianti Wine and Vinci Group Tour from Viareggio
Experience a relaxed afternoon in the Chianti area with a visit to a boutique winery
and enjoy a guided Chianti wine tasting along with a visit to the birthplace of the
ingenious artist Leonardo da Vinci, which is surrounded by stunning views over
vineyards and olive groves. Savour the tasting of ...
Price: 89,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=56009P6

Pisa Segway Tour
3-hour Segway tour lead by an expert local guide See top Pisa attractions
including: Arno River, Fortezza Nuova, Santa Maria della Spina, Sapienza Palace,
Piazza dei Miracoli, Baptistery, Duomo, Tower of Pisa Hear tales of colorful history
from a knowledgeable guide Enjoy a Segway ...
Price: 125,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5620PISASEGWAY
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Panoramic Vespa Tour of Florence from Pisa
The Vespa panoramic tour of Florence is the best way to explore the most amazing
views of Florence. You can ride your own Vespa scooter during a 3-hour tour visiting
Piazzale Michelangelo, the beautiful convent of San Miniato, and discovering the
historic town of Fiesole. There is also an option to ...
Price: 70,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P171

Half-Day Chianti Afternoon Tour from Pisa
Explore the beautiful wine region of Chianti on a half-day scenic tour from Pisa, and
enjoy a Tuscan landscape of gently rolling hills and vineyards, studded with cypress
trees. Taste superb Chianti wines and Tuscan products during the journey.Explore
the beautiful wine region of Chianti on a ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P173

Full-Day San Gimignano Siena and Chianti from Pisa
Enjoy a full-day tour into the heart of the beautiful Tuscan countryside; visit the town
of San Gimignano, the wine territory of Chianti, the medieval town of Siena and the
Monteriggioni fortress.Enjoy a full-day tour into the heart of the beautiful Tuscan
countryside; visit the town of San ...
Price: 75,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P174

Enograstronomic Tour of Montalcino Pienza and Montepulciano from Pisa
Discover the most noble winery valley of Tuscany, explore the zone of Pienza and
then enjoy the two wine tastings in Montalcino and Montepulciano wineries.Discover
the most noble winery valley of Tuscany, explore the zone of Pienza and then enjoy
the two wine tastings in Montalcino and ...
Price: 78,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P176
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Pizza and Gelato Cooking Class from Pisa
Learn how to make a traditional Italian Pizza and typical gelato during a 3-hour
cooking class in central Florence. Get tips on techniques from an expert chef. At the
end of your hands-on class, you'll be able to savor the flavors of Italy by eating what
you have made.Learn how to make a ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P179

Vintage Fiat 500 Panoramic Tour of Florence from Pisa
Departs in the morning from Pisa with our shuttle service. Once in Florence meet the
tour leader and get behind the wheel of a vintage Fiat 500 and drive around
Florence?s hills on a scenic 3-hour tour. Drive up to Piazzale Michelangelo and see
the breathtaking view over the city. Keep heading out ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P182

Florence Accademia Gallery Tour from Pisa
Enjoy the visit of one of the most important museums of the world: Accademia
Gallery. A monolingual guide will explain everything about Michelangelo?s art and
his most famous work, the statue of David, and about other important
masterpieces.Enjoy the visit of one of the most important museums of ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P186

Florence Day Trip from Pisa Including Skip-the-Line Uffizi Gallery Tour
Spend a day in Florence to explore as you wish and visit the renowned Uffizi Gallery
with a guide. The independent day trip includes a round-trip shuttle from Pisa, ample
free time, and a 2-hour skip-the-line tour of the museum. After bypassing the Uffizi
Gallery?s main entrance line, you?ll admire ...
Price: 65,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P188
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Full-day Vespa and Chianti Tour with Shuttle from Pisa
Spend a day riding along peaceful roads through the scenic, Tuscan hills on an
original Vespa scooter. Experience a unique way of admiring Chianti's sights, and
stop for a wine tasting and delicious lunch along the way.Spend a day riding along
peaceful roads through the scenic, Tuscan hills on an ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P189

Florence and Fiesole Tour from Pisa
Discover Florence and its surrounding areas while enjoying the comfort of a minivan.
A local guide will explain you its history to gain a deeper understanding of this
beautiful Italian city. Decide how to end your tour: You can add the Optional Visit to
the Accademia Gallery or continue the visit ...
Price: 80,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919P225

Private Arrival Transfer: Pisa Airport to Siena Hotel
Book a private arrival transfer from the Pisa International Airport to your Siena
accommodation so you won't spend extra time waiting for a taxi or public transport.
This hassle-free airport transfer service gives you peace of mind, letting you start
your Italy vacation on a good note.Book a ...
Price: 33,37 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=5919PSAAPTSAYHTLP

Adventure Park Il Pineto
Il Pineto is the Adventure Park in Marina di Pisa (Pisa province, Tuscany region,
Italy). It is situated in a beautiful wood not far from the sea and the mouth of the Arno
River. At Il Pineto you can experience ? in total safety ? exciting agility Courses
suspended in the trees. The Courses vary in ...
Price: 19,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=62170P1
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Cinque Terre afternoon Boat Tour
Explore and learn from the sea with this tour the marvelous breathtaking
panoramas&nbsp; of Cinque Terre.Far from chaos and queues are you going to
board a boat on which you can relax and enjoy a unique view of the world, declared
a Unesco World Heritage Site for its beauty, and if you are lucky ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=63743P21

Cinque Terre Tour by Minivan from Pisa
Spend a day exploring the colorful coastal towns of the Cinque Terre in the company
of a friendly tour escort. From Pisa, travel by minivan, then ? depending on weather
conditions ? by boat or train to the picturesque cliff-hugging villages of the
UNESCO-listed Cinque Terre. Marvel at their ...
Price: 154,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693CINQUET

Lucca Barga and Garfagnana Hills Full-Day Trip by Minivan from Pisa
The tour gives you the unique opportunity to fully appreciate art, history and nature in
a single day. During the morning we will visit the famous city of Lucca.In the
afternoon, the tour will continues to the heart of the stunning mountainous region of
Garfagnana, the famous Devil&rsquo;s Bridge ...
Price: 94,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693P11

Siena and San Gimignano Small-Group Tour by Minivan from Pisa
Discover the beautiful Italian towns of Siena and San Gimignano. Two medieval
villages in a day with a special wine tasting in a local wineryDiscover the beautiful
Italian towns of Siena and San Gimignano. Two medieval villages in a day with a
special wine tasting in a local wineryDiscover the ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693P20
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Chianti Classico Wine Tour from Pisa
Travel through the Chianti Classico hills, located in the heart of Tuscany?s Chianti
wine district. This day trip from Pisa includes plenty of wine tasting plus a light lunch
at a Tuscan farm. Your guide offers a full-day itinerary dedicated to wine lovers who
wish to explore the world-famous ...
Price: 154,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693P23

Lucca Montecarlo and Wine Tour by Minivan from Pisa
Your half-day tour gives you the unique opportunity to visit Montecarlo, in Lucca, a
typical medieval village placed on the hill that overlooks Val di Nievole and Lucca's
plain. There, you'll sample some local wines.Your half-day tour gives you the unique
opportunity to visit Montecarlo, in Lucca, ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693P24

Pisa Guided Walking Tour
Pisa, famous for its Leaning Tower, is an historic, picturesque town in the heart of
Tuscany. Whilst a visit to the Tower and the stunning Piazza Dei Miracoli is a must,
there is much more to discover in this vibrant, university town.Pisa, famous for its
Leaning Tower, is an historic, picturesque ...
Price: 14,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693P28

VIP Chianti Classico tour with Lunch by Minivan 8 people max from Pisa
Travel through the Chianti Classico hills, located in the heart of Tuscany?s Chianti
wine district and lunch with tipical products. This day trip from Pisa includes plenty of
wine tasting plus a lunch at a Tuscan farm. Your guide offers a full-day itinerary
dedicated to wine lovers who wish to ...
Price: 164,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693P35
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Half-day Wine Tour in the Tuscan's Hills from Pisa
Enjoy this small group tour by traveling across the Tuscan hills to taste red, white
and&nbsp;tipical foof&nbsp;in the heart of the Tuscan's hills full of history.Enjoy this
small group tour by traveling across the Tuscan hills to taste red, white
and&nbsp;tipical foof&nbsp;in the heart of the ...
Price: 79,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693P4

Cinque Terre Small-Group Tour by Minivan from Pisa
This is truly a wonderful experience, one that you will treasure for life. Discover the
five picturesque villages scattered along a beautiful stretch of the Mediterranean
coast, UNESCO World Heritage Site.This is truly a wonderful experience, one that
you will treasure for life. Discover the five ...
Price: 144,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693P6

Florence Uffizi Gallery and Chianti Wine Tasting Tour by Minivan from Pisa
Explore some of the highlights of Tuscany, including a visit to Florence's Uffizi
Gallery and a Chianti wine tasting, with this 9-hour trip from Pisa. Travel in a
comfortable minivan to see the sights.Explore some of the highlights of Tuscany,
including a visit to Florence's Uffizi Gallery and a ...
Price: 149,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693P7

Small Group Pisa Day Trip to Siena and San Gimignano by Minivan Including Wine Tasting
Discover the beautiful Italian towns of Siena and San Gimignano on this day trip
through Tuscany, including a wine tasting. Traveling with or without a guide ? your
choice ? ride past rolling vineyards to the UNESCO World Heritage?listed city of
Siena to visit Siena Cathedral and Piazza del Campo. ...
Price: 129,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6693SIENA
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Pisa guided tour and Wine tasting with Leaning Tower ticket (option)
Discover the Miracle Square and taste the Tuscan flavours with this amazing tour
that will show you the best of Pisa. With your local guide you will learn about the
Cathedral, the Baptistery and the famous Leaning Tower. At the end of the tour you
will have a wine tasting with a local expert. With ...
Price: 45,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=67254P2

Secrets of Pisa with Rooftop sunset experience
Because Pisa is much more than the Leaning Tower! Discover all the secrets and
legends of the city. Live Pisa as a local with this tour that will show you the best of
the city. We will stop in few bars to enjoy the drinks of the area and we will finish our
tour with a t&iacute;pical Italian ...
Price: 55,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=67254P3

Private tour with Leaning Tower ticket option
If you prefer to explore Pisa with an English speaking guide specialised on the
history and local culture, you can book one of our private tour. Even more! Booking a
private tour, you will have a personalised service. And if you are a big group, you will
save money! All our tour are walking tours ...
Price: 27,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=67254P4

Square of Miracles guided tour with Leaning Tower ticket (option)
Discover the Miracle Square with this amazing tour that will show you the best of
Pisa. With your local guide you will learn about the Cathedral, the Baptistery and the
famous Leaning Tower. With this tour you will have the opportunity to skip the line
and climb the Leaning Tower!Discover the ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=67254P5
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Best of Pisa guided tour with Leaning Tower tickets (option)
Discover the Miracle Square with this amazing tour that will show you the best of
Pisa. With your local guide you will learn about the Cathedral, the Baptistery and the
famous Leaning Tower. After that, follow us into the city centre and discover that
Pisa is much more than the Leaning Tower. With ...
Price: 30,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=67254P6

Shore excursion
In colaboration with "TuscanyBUS" we offer this Low Cost Guided Tour for cruise
passengers.&nbsp;Take your Low Cost Transfer from Livorno (transfer
tickets&nbsp;&nbsp; NOT INCLUDED in the price of the tour) and discover with us
the beauties of Pisa.&nbsp;&nbsp;Your guide will pick you up at the ...
Price: 15,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=67254P7

Tower of Pisa and Square of Miracles Family Tour
Visit the Tower of Pisa as a family with a guide who specializes in capturing
children?s attention. More than 30 million people have come to visit the Tower of
Pisa during the last sixty years, this tour will emerge your family to the 12th
centuryVisit the Tower of Pisa as a family with a guide who ...
Price: 249,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=6839P50

Experience 2 Cinque Terre
"San Giorgio Rooms &amp; Boat Experiences" is pleased to welcome you in the
beautiful Cinque Terre offering you relaxing and comfortable experiences in the
elegant Gozzo to discover the wonderful landscapes of Liguria and the Gulf of
Poets.real protagonists of the tours will be the "Cinque Terre" ...
Price: 95,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=70673P2
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Heart of Cinque Terre
You will see both Riomaggiore and Manarola, but also the small village of Groppo.
You will learn about grape growing, past &amp; present. Experience the olive groves
as you walk up &amp; down the old trails. The history of Cinque Terre from long ago
till now. This is the best short trek anyone can ...
Price: 100,00 Euro
https://www.milano24ore.it/sightseeing_milan/index.php?city_id=520&id=7226P6
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